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Jordan Thorpe
L IFE COACH |  AUTHOR |

SPEAKER |  FAITH INFLUENCER

MEDIA KIT



Hi, I'm Jordan!
LIFE COACH | AUTHOR| SPEAKER

Jordan Thorpe was born and raised in Pittsburgh, PA . She is the oldest of three
siblings and a mother to her son, a certified life coach, with a bachelor and
masters in communication. After releasing her first book entitled Jordan's Journey:
Practical Guide for Finding Self and Purpose, Jordan took a leap of faith and
relocated across the country too Ontario, California. Today she is the founder of
Jordan's Journey, You're #1 resource to help you GROW your FAITH.  An online
resource helping people grow closer to God and move forward in life and faith.
Jordan has coached people from all over the world and her biblical teachings
have grown her online presence to thousands of subscribers and millions of views. 
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Jordan's Journey Brand
JORDANSJOURNEYCOACHING.COM

Jordan's Journey is the #1 Resource to help you grow your faith. We're on a mission
to take back the airwaves through content creation in the form of uplifting and
positive programing, podcasting, life coaching and educational resources.
Download Jordan's Journey app for daily inspiration. 
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STATISTICS
JORDAN'S JOURNEY

ASSETS

Jordan's Journey App
1,250 downloads 81,922 impressions

Jordan's Journey Youtube
Over 16K subscribers, over 1 million

view in total

Jordan's Journey Podcast
2k downloads per episode, 24K

downloads in total

Jordan's Journey Email List
1k subscribers

Jordan's Journey Instagram + Personal
2k subscribers reaching 17K people

monthly
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35-44 
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Client  Testimonials

SPEAKING TOPICS

Preaching and proclaiming the kingdom
of God

How to find self, purpose, and heal your
self from past traumatic experiences

Panel discussions on faith and business

I really benefited from our
session today. I cam confused
and left with instructions. I
really appreciated the plan
you help me set up.

Thank you for our session you
are a for-real compassionate
woman of the word. God  is
using you mighty. I am deeply
grateful to have found you.

AS SEEN IN CBS NEWSFox 34 News NBC NEWS

Michelle Rabby Jennifer Appeal



Jordan

GET IN TOUCH

I'm looking forward to meting and
connecting with you helping people
move forward in life and faith.

WHO I WORK WITH

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

I work with content creators, corporations,
small businesses, and faith-based businesses. 

A partnership that aligns with your vision and
mission ultimately increasing brand
awareness and introducing your product or
service to an untapped market that results in
new leads, sales, views, and exposure. 

www.jordansjourneycoaching.com
info@jordansjourneycoaching.com

909-996-3535


